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ABSTRACT
During the transition from prometaphase to metaphase, the cross-sectional area of
the central spindle of Diatoma decreases by a factor of nearly two, both at the
poles and at the region of overlapping microtubules (MTs) near the spindle
equator . The density of spindleMT packing stays approximately constant through-
out mitosis . Optical diffraction analysis of electron micrographs shows that the
packing of the MTs at the poles at all stages of mitosis is similar to that expected
for a two-dimensional liquid . Analysis of the region of overlap reveals more
packing regularity : during prometaphase, a square packing emerges that displays
sufficient organization by late metaphase to generate five orders of diffraction;
during anaphase the packing in the overlap region shifts to hexagonal ; at telophase,
it returns to square . From the data provided by serial section reconstructions of
the central spindle, it is possible to identify the polarity of almost every spindle
MT, that is, to identify one pole with which theMT is associated . Near neighbor
analyses of MTs in cross sections of the overlap region show that MTs prefer
antiparallel near neighbors . These near neighbors are most often found at a
spacing of -40 nm center-to-center, while parallel near neighbors in the zone of
overlap are spaced essentially at random . These results are evidence for a specific
interaction between antiparallel MTs . In some sections definite bridges between
MTs can be seen . Our findings show that certain necessary conditions for a sliding
filament model of anaphase spindle elongation are met .
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Sliding filament models for anaphase spindle elon-
gation, such as the ones proposed by McIntosh et
al. (18), Nicklas (22), McDonald et al. (16), or
Margolis et al . (15), all require that antiparallel
microtubules (MTs) lie sufficiently close to one
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another to be able to interact. Published electron
micrographs showing sections of mitotic figures
frequently reveal that spindle MTs are bunched
and thus lie close to one or more neighbors (c.f.
references 4, 9, 11, 14, 19, and 29) . Some experi-
mental treatments induce bunching of spindle tu-
bules (25) . With only a few exceptions (10, 11, 17,
31), however, there is no information about the
directionality of the individual microtubules in
443these bundles, so it is impossible to say whether
onebunch reflects a clustering ofantiparallelMTs .
It is now well established that MTs possess an
intrinsic molecular directionality . (We will use the
term "directionality" rather than the more com-
mon term "polarity" to avoid the ambiguity aris-
ing from the fact that a "polar MT" could mean
one possessing polarity or oneattached to aspindle
pole .) Structural studies have revealed the asym-
metric shape of the tubulin subunits of the MT
wall, and these subunits are arranged head-to-tail
within a protofilament, giving the whole MT a
directionality (2, 7) . Further, MTs may be broken
at random positions, and each fragment will serve
as a directional seed in the sense that it will grow
faster at one endthan at the other (I, 8) . Although
there is both structural and functional evidence
forMT directionality, this characteristic ofMTs is
not visible in fixed, sectioned material, so the
directionality ofan MT in a micrograph is usually
unknown . At present, there is no directionality
probe for MTs analogous to heavy meromyosin
decoration of actin filaments (12), so determina-
tion ofMT directionality requires some other ap-
proach.
It is reasonable to assume that all the MTs
emanating from a given MT-organizing center
have the same directionality. In the work pre-
sented here, we use the information from three-
dimensional reconstructions of the central spindle
of Diatoma to look for an association of each MT
with apole and to assign it a directionality on that
basis . Our knowledge of the details of spindle
structure then allows us to look at a cross section
of the spindle in the region of overlap and to
identify the directionality of almost every MT in
the array . One published study of a fungus has
used the same approach, but no particular order-
ing of antiparallel MTs was observed (11) . The
analysis ofdirectionality distributions in that spin-
dle was problematical, because directionality of
only about one-third of the MTs could be deter-
mined . Most of the remaining spindle MTs ex-
tended from pole to pole, and their directionality
was therefore ambiguous by the criterion used .
These microtubules presumably possessed a mo-
lecular directionality; it simply could not be deter-
mined. Diatoms are a more favorable material
with which to approach this problembecausemost
of the MTs of the central spindle are associated
with only one spindle pole (16) . Tippit et al. (29)
used this fact and the particularly well-ordered
overlap region of Melosira to infer a tendency of
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MTs from opposite poles to lie close to one an-
other . In their recent study of Fragilaria, Tippit et
al . (31) have tracked MTs from their poles into the
region of overlap and determined qualitatively
that microtubules prefer near neighbors from op-
posite poles .The spindle of Fragilaria is an elegant
material for certain three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion studies, but the small number of microtubules
in the spindle is a limitation on the kinds of
quantitative analysis that can be applied .
In this study, we examine the MT-packing pat-
terns in the polar and overlap regions of central
spindles of Diatoma vulgare at various stages of
mitosis . This organism has the virtues for our
present purposes that a directionality may be as-
signed to essentially everyMT in the central spin-
dle, and yet the spindle is large enough to allow
rather detailed optical andnumerical analysis. We
find a change in the packing of the spindle micro-
tubules at the transition from metaphase to ana-
phase, and we find a marked tendency for tubules
to associate with neighbors of opposite polarity .
Parallel near neighbors seem to ignore each other .
The significance of these observations is discussed
in the light of current thoughts about mitotic
mechanisms .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The preparation of cells for electron microscopy (24, 30)
and the computer processing of the serial section data
(20) have been described elsewhere . For this study, some
of the data were analyzed entirely by computer, other
data were initially processed by computer and then
further analyzed by hand, and still other data were
obtained directly from the original micrographs of spin-
dle cross sections .
Central Spindle Cross-SectionalArea and
MT Density
The area of the central spindle in cross section was
determined from a photographic enlargement of each
section (x 120,000) . An envelope wasdrawn around the
bundle of central spindle MTs ; the envelope passed just
outside the walls of all the tubules lying at the edge of
the array. This curve was traced with a planimeter to
give an area in square centimeters . The average of three
such tracings was obtained for each section, and MT
densities were then calculated for each cross section in
number ofMTsper square micrometer .
Determination ofAverage Near-Neighbor
Positional Relationships by
Optical Diffraction
The Fourier transform of a distribution ofpoints is aneffective way to study average spacings and to identify
any tendency of the points to cluster into organized
groups. Optical diffraction is an economical andconven-
ient way to obtain the amplitudes of the Fourier trans-
form,andhence to see symmetries andaverage spacings.
The optical diffraction pattern of an electron microscope
negative ofthe Diatoma spindle cross section is complex:
the transform of the structure of a single MT is seen
multiplied times the transform of an ill-defined lattice,
further confused by the transform of matrix material in
the spindle . We obtained more useful diffraction patterns
of the spindle by representing the position of each MT
with a single dot . A piece of tracing paper was placed
over a micrograph of the spindle enlarged to about
x 120,000, and a No . 2 drafting pen was used to make a
small spot of black ink at the center of each spindle
tubule . This tracing was copied onto 35-mm Kodalith
film to make ahighcontrast negative in whichthe largest
dimension of the array of dots was --2cm . This negative
was used as a diffraction mask in a diffractometer con-
structed from a 5-mW HeNe laser (Spectra-Physics Inc.,
Laser Products Div., Mountain View, Calif .) and a Spec-
tra-Physics beam-expanding telescope that produces a l-
inch-diameter beam, coherent to X/10 . Thetelescopewas
set for a 2-m focal length, and the mask was simply
placed in front of this lens (27). The optical transform
was recorded usinga35-mm reflex camera with no lens .
To calibrate and test the performance of our diffrac-
tometer, we made a square lattice of dots with the No . 2
drafting penand processed it as we did our regular data.
Fig . 1a is themask ofthe square lattice whose diffraction
pattern is shown in Fig . 1b . We recorded more than 12
orders of diffraction in this transform which is limited
by the 35-mm format . When viewed directly on the
diffractometer, 17 orders of diffraction from the square
lattice are visible within the centralmaximum ofdiffrac-
tion from the dots .
Computer Modeling ofPole Structure
To help us interpret diffraction patterns ofthe spindle
poles, we generated model structures by computer . A
rectangularboundary of selected axial ratioandcontain-
ing a given number of points was used to mimic a
particular spindle cross section . The computer then
placed the points within the boundary by taking coor-
dinates from arandom number generator, subject to one
constraint . At the beginning of a run, we would decide
how close two points might lie, reflecting the property
that MTs certainly do not overlap, and are generally
separated, center-to-center, by a distance even larger
than their diameter . Whenever therandom number gen-
erator produced a point lying closer to an existing point
than this preselected distance, it was discarded . As the
"zone of exclusion" around the points was increased, it
would take longer andlonger to place the selected num-
ber of points in the rectangle (beyond a certain zone size
for given initial conditions, it is of course impossible to
place all the points) . With appropriately chosen condi-
FIGURE 1
￿
Diffraction mask of a regular square array
of points (a), and the optical transform of that pattern
(b) .
tions, such a set of "randomly placed points" begins to
approach hexagonal close packing . We analyzed our
computer-generated dot patterns in parallel with thedot
patterns obtained from the spindles.
Identification ofMT Directionality in
Cross Section
Our computer programs for three-dimensional recon-
struction include a routine that will identify the position
and directionality of every MT on a microfilm print of
each section . These are obtained by using the three-
dimensional displays presented in the previous paper
(20) to decide the number of sections at each extreme of
the spindle that should be called "the pole" in the sense
that many MTsoriginate there . All MTsthat end in one
pole are identified and placed in one set ; those that end
in the other pole are placed in a second set . MTs with
one end in each pole (continuous tubules) form a third
set, and those with ends in neither pole (free MTs) form
a fourth . The tubules of each set are represented by a
different symbol, so that a display of a spindle cross
section reveals the polar associations of each MT . Fig.
2a is such adisplay for a section in the overlap region of
the late metaphase spindle discussed in this and the
previous paper (20) . Careful comparison of the MT
patterns in this figure with the original micrograph (Fig.
15) shows how accurately the computer representation
matches the original MT positions . Also, ifone compares
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tubule position and directionality from section 39 of the
late metaphase spindle . The circles and rectangles are
polar MTs of opposite directionality, the dollar signs are
MTs which appear to run from pole to pole, and the
triangles are free MTs. (b) Illustration of F calculation,
see text for details. Circles and rectangles are MTs of
opposite directionality .
this section with a previously published micrograph (Fig .
5 of reference 16) which is from the same spindle but
four sections removedfrom Fig. 15,one gets an impres-
sion ofhoweasy it is to matchMT positions from section
to section in Diatoma, and to see where MTs drop out
and begin in the spindle overlap region.
Near-Neighbor Analysis
The computer programs also determine the number
and directionality of neighboring MTs that lie within a
specified distance from each MT in agiven section . The
results of these measurements are printed out as a table
for each section that shows the number of MTs from
each pole, and the total number of neighbors of each
directionality within the specified search radius, using
each tubule in turn as a center . For example, section 40
ofthe anaphase 1 spindle (Fig . 16)has 80MTsfrom one
pole, call it the left, and 82 MTs from the other, call it
the right . At a search radius of 1 .7 MT diameters, the
MTs from the left pole have 44 neighbors that areofthe
same directionality, and 144of the opposite directional-
ity, i.e ., from the right pole . The right polar MTs have
the corresponding 144 left polarneighborsand 36 neigh-
bors of the same directionality. This analysis has been
done for each section at a series of search radii, specified
in fractions ofan MT diameter . We used the diameter of
an MT (MT Diam) as our unit of measurement to
maintain a consistent internal standard. Diatom MTs,
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like those from many other organisms, are -25 nm in
diameter, and so MT Diam is converted to nanometers
for convenience in reading this paper.
Our first way ofusing these data to study near neigh-
bor relationships between MTs was to determine an
annular radial distribution . One MT was taken as the
center of an annulus 5 nm wide and inner radius equal
to 27 .5 am. The numbers of MTs of like and unlike
directionality whose centers lay in the annulus were
counted. Corresponding values were obtained using ev-
ery tubule on the section as acenter ofthe annulus, and
these values were summed . With this method each inter-
tubule relationship is counted twice, so each sum was
then divided by 2 . A similar sum was calculated for
annuli of identical width, using inner radiiof 32.5, 37 .5
am, etc . These sums were dividedby thenumber ofMTs
in the section to facilitate comparisons between different
sections and different spindles . The set ofsuch sums for
agiven section constitutesan annular radial distribution .
The averageannular radial distributions that we present
for the poles are average distributions using data from
both poles of a given cell . In the overlap region, the
distributions we present are the averages of the distri-
butions from three adjacent sections at the middle ofthe
zone of overlap . For the annular radial distributions
labeled "random," directionality was assigned to the
MTs in a micrograph using the sequence of odd and
even numbers produced by a random number generator .
The micrograph wasthen processed as described above .
These random annular radial distributions constitute a
sort of control, serving as a reference from which to
determine the probability that the distributionswe have
observed in the Diatoma spindle might have arisen by
chance .
Theannular radial distributions areavivid display of
any preference that one directionality ofMT might have
for others of its kind or ofa different kind. They are not,
however, a good way of seeing if two kinds of MTs
ignore one another. This canbe seen as follows : Imagine
a set ofN points distributed at random on a plane of
area A. The average density of the points is p = N/A.
Thestatement "distributed at random" really means that
in any small area on this plane (dA), the most probable
number of points (dN) to be found in (dA) is given by
(dN) = p(dA) . For such a random, or uniform distribu-
tion of points, the annular radial distribution described
abovewould be calculated from :
dN = pdA = p2nrdr,
where r is the radius of the annulus and dr is the width
ofthe annulus .
Thus for a random distribution of points on a plane,
the average annular radial distribution would be a
straight line with a slope proportional to the density of
the points. It is reasonably easy to tell how straight a line
is, but it is difficult to measure the density of an array of
MTswith precision, because the arrays contain gaps, andthe edges of the array are hard to identify unambigu-
ously . We therefore found that we could not readily use
the annular radial distributions as a way to assess the
uniformity or randomness ofthe MTs in a spindle cross
section.
There is a related description of intertubule spacing
which circumvents this problem . For this analysis we
have determined the average distance, Ffrom an MT to
all its near neighbors of a particular directionality that
lie within a given search radius,R . r,amueu = rp is defined
as follows :
Let npxj be thenumber of MTs that are parallel to the
j'h MT and which lie within a circle, radius R drawn
with the j`h MT as its center (Fig. 2b). naR, is the
equivalent number of antiparallel MTs . Let r be the
distance from the
jth MT to the
ith MT . Define:
1
rpi(R) =- E r,7,
npsi
where only distances to parallel MTs are considered ;
F,(R) =- E r,
nrti
where only antiparallel MTs are considered . Define :
and
1
N
rp(R) = N
￿
rpl(R)
i
t
N
F .(R) = N
￿
&JR),
where N is the total number ofMTs in the array .
The behavior of r(R) for a large number of evenly
distributed points in a plane is given by r(R) = 2/3 R.
When circles of diameter Sare similarly distributed in a
nonoverlapping array, then:
These two results and the behavior of the latter expres-
sion are derived in the Appendix. Since r(R) is inde-
pendent of density, we can use this parameter as a
convenient way to look at the randomness of a given
array of MTs by comparing r(R) for that distribution
with r calculated above for a uniform distribution. By
keeping track of the directionality of the MTs in an
array, we have been able to determine i p(R) and ,,(R)
in the zone of overlap and compare each of these distri-
butions with the one expected for a uniform distribution.
RESULTS
MT-Packing Pattern during Mitosis
Fig . 3 a and b show optical diffraction patterns
of electron micrographs of sections from near a
pole and from the zone of overlap of the prome-
taphase spindle; Fig . 3 c and d are comparable
patterns for metaphase. The principal feature of
thepolar pictures (Fig. 3 aand c) is the diffraction
pattern of anMT in cross section . No well-defined
lattice function is visible, yet there is sufficient
noise that it is hard to say what the transform of
the arrangement of the tubules might be . In Fig .
3b and d an ill-defined lattice function is seen
modulating the intensities derived from MT dif-
fraction . Again, noise is a problem, and the ap-
proximate similarity of the size of theMT andthe
spacing between the MTs makes the diffraction
pattern difficult to interpret .
Fig . 4a and b are masks prepared from tracings
of the same sections used to prepare Fig . 3a and
b . Fig . 5a andb arethe optical diffraction patterns
of these tracings . A comparison of Fig . 5a and b
with Fig . 3a and b and Fig . 7a and b with Fig . 3 c
and d shows the improvement in clarity obtained
by using a small dot to represent the position of
each MT rather than the image of the MT itself.
We can exclude the possib;lity that any of the
diffractionmaxima in this or iii ourother patterns
derived from diffraction by the dots used to rep-
resent MT position . In the original masks, the
average dot diameter is one-tenth of the average
distance between dots, so the first null from dif-
fraction of the dots themselves would lie at about
the same place as the tenth diffraction maximum
from the arrangement of the dots. The fifth order
FIGURE 3
￿
Optical transforms of EM negatives from
sections near a pole (a)and in the overlap region (b) of
aprometaphase spindle, and the pole (c) and overlap (d)
of a metaphase spindle .
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tions used to make Fig . 3a and b . Fig . 4 a is the polar
section ; Fig. 4 b is from the overlap region of the pro-
metaphase spindle .
of diffraction from the arrangement of the dots is
thus attenuated to about two-fifths of its natural
intensity by a "structure factor" dependent upon
the size of thedotused to represent the position of
each MT .
Figs . 6-10 show diffraction patterns obtained
from dot tracings of the polarand overlap regions
of early and late metaphase (Figs . 6 and 7), early
and mid-anaphase (Figs . 8 and 9), and telophase
(Fig. 10) . In every case the overlap zone is more
ordered than the pole . We see a maximum of two
diffraction orders at the poles (Fig . 10a), and a
maximum of five diffraction orders at the overlap
(view Fig . 7b from the side) . It is also evident from
the optical transforms that there is a change in
packing pattern of MTs in the overlap region
during mitosis. In prometaphase (Fig . 5 b), the
pattern appears roughly circular, with some sug-
gestion of a hexagonal shape . Two and perhaps
three diffraction orders are seen . During meta-
phase (Figs . 6b and 7 b) the pattern becomes
predominantly square, showing an increase in
both the number of orders and the squareness of
the pattern with time . In anaphase (Figs. 8b and
9 b) on the other hand, the pattern is predomi-
nantly hexagonal . In telophase, thezone ofoverlap
is shortand contains only afew MTs(cf. reference
16, Fig . 17) ; the optical diffraction pattern of this
region is blurredby the paucity ofMTs(Fig. 10 b),
but the packing is distinctly square, and three,
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FIGURES 5-10
￿
Fig . 5aand bare the optical transforms
ofthe masks shown in Fig . 4 a and b (prometaphase pole
and overlap regions, respectively) . Figs. 6a-10a are
transforms of similar masks from sections near the poles
of an early metaphase (Fig . 6a), later metaphase (Fig .
7 a), early anaphase (Fig . 8 a), later anaphase (Fig . 9 a),
and late anaphase-telophase spindle (Fig. 10a) . Figs .
6b-10b are transforms of sections from the overlap
regions of these same spindles.
perhaps four orders of diffraction can be seen by
viewing the picture from the side .Although less well arranged than the zone of
overlap, the poles nonetheless show some MT
ordering . To investigate possible origins of the
order we modeled pole structure by computer in
ways which wouldallow comparison between dif-
fraction patterns of actual and computer-gener-
ated structures . Fig . 11 a-care arrays of 200 points
placed at random within a rectangular boundary
as describedin Materials and Methods . While the
point density of the three arrays is the same, the
packing of the points is more regular in Fig. I 1 c
than in either Fig . 11 b or a because the zone of
exclusion around each point is larger. Thedistance
of closest approach between points expressed as a
fraction ofthe shortdimensions of the rectangular
boundary is 0.025, 0.058, and 0.075 for Fig . 11 a,
b, and c, respectively. If these distances of exclu-
sion are thought of as MT diameters, a different
fraction of the total area of the rectangles is oc-
cupied by the sum of the areas of the MTs: 0.028,
0.151, and 0.252, for Fig . 11 a-c, respectively . A
direct comparison of these area fractions with
those found at the pole of a spindle is difficult
because we do not know the real area ofexclusion
of an MT ; further, there are uncertainties in mea-
surements of theMT density (see below) . Assum-
ing an MT diameter of 25 nm and the value of
MT density for the prometaphase pole shown in
Fig . 13 b, the fraction of the pole area occupied by
MTs is -0.25.
The optical transforms of Fig. 11 a-c are shown
in Fig . 12 a-c . As the zone of exclusion around
each point increases, one, and perhaps two orders
ofdiffraction can be seen in the optical transforms
(Fig . 12c) . Figs . 11 a-c and 12 a-c demonstrate
pictorially the relationship between increasing po-
sitional order and the emergence of detectable
maxima in diffraction patterns. The order ob-
served by diffraction at the poles of the prometa-
phase cell is just about that expected on the basis
of the packing density, assuming random tubule
placement outside the zone of exclusion defined
by theMT diameter . Diffraction patterns from the
overlap region (Figs. 5b-10b) are clearly more
ordered than any of the random point models,
although their density is not substantially greater.
FIGURE 11 a-c
￿
Diffraction masks ofMT packing patterns generated by computer modelling (see text) .
FIGURE 12a-c
￿
The optical transforms of the masks shown in Fig . 11 a-c, respectively .
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(a)Changes in cross-sectional area of the central spindle at the polesand overlap at different
times in mitosis (prometaphase to telophase) . Because of the large MT-free area in the axial region of the
prometaphase spindles overlap (see Fig . 14), we have entered two values, including (upper point) and
excluding (lower point) the area ofthis region . (b) Changes in MT density in central spindle cross sections
at the pole and overlap during mitosis . For prometaphase, the upper overlap point excludes the vacuolate
area, the lower point includes it.
Measurement ofAverage Distances
between MTs
CALCULATIONS FROM CROSS-SECTIONAL
AREA AND MT DENSITY: Fig . 13a shows the
values of cross-sectional area of the overlap and
pole regions in the central spindle of Diatoma at
various stages of mitosis. During theprometaphase
to metaphase transition, the area at both thepoles
and the overlap region drops to about half its
initial value . During late metaphaseand anaphase,
the cross-sectional area of the overlap region re-
mains fairly constant . The area at the poles con-
tinues to drop through late metaphase, and then
rises again at anaphase . Both thepolarandoverlap
areas drop to their lowest values at telophase .
From these data and the numbers of MTs at
corresponding stages and places in the spindle, we
can determine the MT density (p = No. of MTs
perpmz) at each stage of mitosis (Fig. 13 b) . In the
overlap region, the density increases to a maxi-
mum at metaphase, and then drops off at later
stages, reaching its lowest value at telophase . At
the poles there is more fluctuation. There is a
generaltendency toward lower densitiesfrom pro-
metaphase to late anaphase but at telophase there
is a definite increase in MT density.
These values for MT density allow us to ap-
proximate the average distance between MTs in
the central spindle . For a perfect square array, the
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average center-to-center spacing between tubules
would be 1/f ; for a hexagonal array, the value
would be
-1 .071f .
Given the experimental un-
certainties in p, we will neglect thesmall correction
factors dependent upon the detailsofMT packing,
and simply take 1/Vp as an estimate oftheaverage
intertubule distance . The resulting values at the
poles are 41, 45, 45, 57, 56, and42 nm for the cells
graphed in Fig . 13 b, resulting in a mean ± SD =
48 ± 6 nm . The corresponding values in the zone
ofoverlapare 45, 42, 41, 44,47, and48 nm, yielding
a mean ±SD=44 ±3nm .
MT density is a straightforward way to estimate
the average distance between MTs, but the worth
of the measurements is limited by the uncertainty
in the determination of spindle cross-sectional
area . It is impossible to know exactly how to draw
the perimeter around the spindles and, further,
some areas within the spindle look as if they
should be excluded from the measurement . For
example, this prometaphase spindle contains an
island of MT-free cytoplasm in the middle of the
zone of overlap (Fig . 4b) . This island is so well
defined that one feels reasonably confident in
subtracting its area from that defined by the spin-
dle perimeter, but other sections andother spindles
contain cases that are less clear. Thus, spindleMT
densities are probably overestimating the average
distance between near neighbors.
OPTICAL DIFFRACTION : A more objectiveand reliable measurement of the average distance
between near-neighbor MTs can be obtained by
optical diffraction. Using higher magnification
prints of Figs . 5b-10 b, we have determined the
lengths of the reciprocal lattice vectors for each
spindle in the zone of overlap and, using the
square lattice to calibrate the diffractometer, de-
termined the average center-to-center spacings of
the MTs (Table I) . Two values are given for the
anaphase cells, because those hexagonal-appear-
ing lattices are actually skewed hexagonal. The
shorter of the two intertubule distances is rather
close to the values found at other times during
mitosis .
We do not see a well-defined reciprocal lattice
in the polar optical diffraction patterns, so in this
region of the spindle we have measured the aver-
age spacing between MTs by runninga microden-
sitometer along a line through the center of the
optical transform in two approximately perpendic-
ular directions and averaging the distances from
the centralmaximum to the first peak ofdiffracted
intensity in four directions . The values for inter-
tubule spacing at the poles presented in Table I
are determined from those average distances in
reciprocal space . Thevalues forprometaphase and
metaphase- I are suspect because the transforms
(Figs . 5a and 6 a) have so little order that even
densitometer tracings of them fail to reveal un-
ambiguous peaks. It is clear that the average dis-
TABLE I
Average Center-to-Center Spacing ofMTs in the
Polar and Overlap Regions
Values for the pole spacings were obtained from densi-
tometric tracings ofthe diffraction patterns as described
in the text . The overlap values were taken directly from
the diffraction patterns . Theprometaphase value is based
on the assumption that the pattern is circularly symmet-
rical . The metaphase- t pattern is complex and gives
different values depending on whether one assumes the
pattern is square (41 nm) or hexagonal (37 nm) . The
metaphase-2 and telophase values assume a square dif-
fraction pattern, andthe anaphase values assume a hex-
agonal pattern. Because the hexagons are skewed, two
values are possible and both are included here .
tances between MTs as seen by diffraction is uni-
formly less than those calculated from MT density .
This is not surprising, since the density method
not only overestimates the distance for reasons
cited above, it calculates a true average, including
places which lack MTs, while the diffraction
method looks at the most common distances be-
tween near neighbors . It is more surprising that
the distances measured by diffraction reveal that
the average distance between near neighbors at
the poles is less than that seen in the zone of
overlap, even though the MT density of the pole
is generally lower than that of the overlap (Fig .
13 b) .
Directionality of Near-Neighbor MTs
DIRECT INSPECTION : From the three-di-
mensional reconstructions of the spindle, we know
the polar associations of each central spindle tu-
bule . Subject to the assumption of uniform direc-
tionality for all MTs growing from one pole, we
can therefore assign directionality to most of the
MTs of the zone of overlap . Figs . 14-16 show
representations in which the directionalities deter-
mined by computer have been transferred to mi-
crographs by coloring in the centers of all MTs
from one pole. The MTs of ambiguous direction-
ality (see Materials and Methods) have been
marked with a small cross (apparent continuous
MTs) or a dot (free MTs) . Overlap regions from
prometaphase (Fig . 14), metaphase (Fig. 15), and
anaphase (Fig. 16) are shown .
Even casual inspection of these micrographs
suggests that the distribution of antiparallel MTs
is not random . More careful consideration will
reveal further, more subtle details of organization .
In prometaphase (Fig . 14), for example, one can
detect local areas of high ordering, frequently with
antiparallel MTs in asquare-packed arrangement .
In metaphase (Fig . 15) the areas of local ordering
seem larger. In anaphase cross section (Fig . 16)
the packing shows fair-sized domainsof a slightly
skewed hexagonal packing . The configuration
marked in Fig . 18 is seldom seen at earlier stages
and, in general, this spindleseems less well ordered
than the previous stages . The later stages of mitosis
(not illustrated) have so few MTs in the overlap
that it is difficult to perceive any order in the
arrangement of antiparallel MTs .
ANNULAR RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS : A
more objectiveway to characterize thenear-neigh-
bor relations between MTs in the central spindle
overlap is to calculate the average annular radial
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Mitotic stage Pole Overlap
Prometaphase 36(?) 40
Metaphase-1 32(?) 41 (37)
Metaphase-2 34 40
Anaphase-1 39 40(33)
Anaphase-2 39 41 (37)
Telophase 35 39FIGURES 14-16
￿
Diagram of antiparallel MTs in cross sections through the overlap region in prometa-
phase (Fig . 14), later metaphase (Fig . l5), and early anaphase (Fig . 16). MTs originating from one pole
are indicatedbyMT profiles filled with a marking pen, those from the opposite pole are unfilled. Pole-to-
pole MTs are indicated by an X, free NITS by a dot in the center . In the prometaphase spindle there are
local areas of square packing (e.g., the area with MTslinked by a marking pen) scattered throughout the
bundle . In late metaphase (Fig. 15), the domains of ordering are much larger (again, note the MTs
connected by marking pen) . In anaphase (Fig . 16), the overall packing pattern is distinctly hexagonal and
there is an arrangement of antiparallel MTs (linked with marking pen) which is uncommon at earlier
stages . x 80,000 .
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termine both the directionality and the proximity
of its neighbors . Figs . 17 a-21a show such distri-
butions at the poles where essentially only one
directionality ofMT is present. Figs . 17 b-216 are
the distributions in the overlap region . Unlike
neighbors are depicted with open circles, like
neighbors with filled ones . Figs . 22-24 are derived
from the same cells used in Figs . 17-19, but only
one section from the overlap region of each cell
was used and directionality was assigned to MTs
at random as described in Materials and Methods .
At the poles, where antiparallel near-neighbors are
essentially absent, the MTs show a range of near-
neighbor distances : there is no obviously preferred
center-to-center spacing until anaphase, and then
it ranges from ^-33-48 nm (Figs. 17 a-21 a) . In the
overlap region there is a pronounced favoring of
MT spacings around 42 nm at all stages of mitosis
except telophase, but these peaks in the distribu-
tions are duealmost entirely to antiparallel neigh-
bors . Extending the sampling beyond the nearest
neighborswe find that with annuli of radius equal
to 62 nm, the number of antiparallel neighbors
drops to almost zero . Still farther out at 68-78 nm
there is a peak of like-directionality neighbors . No
trends were evident beyond that distance (out to
125 nm or 5 MT Diam) . When the MT direction-
ality is assigned at random on the same overlap
micrograph, thechancesoffindinga like or unlike
neighbor at any given distance are about equal
(Figs . 22-24) .
For comparison with the diatom structure, we
include the annular radial distributions expected
for analogous arrays ofMTsin perfect square and
hexagonal packing, arranged so as to maximize
the number of near-neighbors of opposite direc-
tionality . The ratios of parallel and antiparallel
MTs at different radii in the two arrays are fun-
damentally different (Figs . 25a and b) . In the
square array there is a strong peak of antiparallel
MTs at a distance equal to the magnitude of the
lattice vector (a) . There are peaks of parallel MTs
at f(a) and 2(a), followed by a peak of antipar-
allels at 15 -(a) (Fig . 25a) . In the hexagonal array,
there are mixed peaks containing twice as many
antiparallels as parallels at (a) and 13 _(a), followed
by a peak of parallels at 2(a), and a strong mixed
peak at f(a) (Fig . 25 b) . The Diatoma distribu-
tions are clearly not identical to either model
structure, but they are markedly more similar to
the square array than the hexagonal . The first
peak in all cases is mostly of antiparallel MTs,
although in anaphase, where there is a strong
suggestion of hexagonal packing, the parallel MT
curve peaks close to the antiparallel peak . Even in
this case, it is notone-halfofthe antiparallel value,
and it does not fall offas fast as the antiparallel
curve . All distributions until telophase show a
marked peak of antiparallels at -42 nm and a
broad peak of parallels ranging from -60 to 80
nm . With the position of the first peak as a meas-
ure of the size of the lattice vector, the square
model would predict a peak of parallels at 49 and
at 84 rim. The hexagonal model would predict a
second peak of antiparallel MTs at -73 nm . Given
the obvious disorder of the spindle arrangement,
the observed single broad peak of likes is not a
bad fit to the prediction from the square model
but is a poor fit to the hexagonal model, even in
the case of anaphase .
AVERAGE DISTANCE TO NEAR-NEIGHBORS
OF EACH DIRECTIONALITY : Fig . 26a and b
are graphs of F vs . R search for metaphase 2 and
anaphase 1 . The data graphed as "pole" are the
averages of the values from one section near each
pole . Thedata marked overlap are theaverages of
three adjacent sections at the middle of the zone
of overlap for each cell . These data are divided
into F parallel and F antiparallel as described in
Materials and Methods .
To help in the interpretation of these curves, we
include Fig . 27 which is a plot of Fvs . R search for
a random array of points (solid line) and circles of
diameter 6 (dashed line) . Both graphs are plotted
in units of S . The portion of the curve shown is
essentially that presented for the data from the
spindles in Fig . 26 a and b, assuming S = 25 nm
for an MT . The random circle curve derived in
Materials and Methods approaches the random
line smoothly as R increases, coming closer than
S/ 10 by the time R search = 68 .
The average data from metaphase 2 and ana-
phase l are quite similar . Indeed the prometaphase
and other metaphase and anaphase cells are
equally similar, so we have not presented them
here . The curve derived from MTs of the same
directionality in the overlap is a good approxi-
mation to a straight line . In both cells, its average
slope is 0.68 as predicted for randomly placed
points, but it is displaced upwards from the ran-
dom point line . The curve derived from MTs near
the poles is not so straight, showing a slight hump
i!1 the vicinity of 35 nm and then falling below the
line of parallel MTs from the overlap. The oppo-
site directionality MTs from the overlap show a
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FIGURES 17 a-21 a
￿
Annular radial distributions of neighbors (all the same directionality) for sections
from the poles of the prometaphase to telophase spindles . NA(R) is the number of MTs whose centers lie
in the annuli of radius R . NT is the number of MTs on the micrograph .
FIGURES 17 b-21 b
￿
Annular radial distributions of like (dashed lines) and unlike (solid line) neighbors
in sections from the overlap regions of the prometaphase to telophase spindles.
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￿
Distribution of neighbors in the same
sections as Figs . 176-19b, respectively, but with MT
directionality assigned at random .
marked departure from linearity, lying above the
other curves at small values of R search and
dropping below them as R search increases . This
behavior shows that antiparallel MTs lie farther
from each other than expected on a random basis
for small search radii, but lie closer than expected
at larger search distances.
The parallel MTs, on theother hand, essentially
ignore one another. The behavior of their graphs
of rvs. R search is a good quantitative fit to the
random model (Fig . 27) suggesting they have es-
sentially no affinity forone another. The graph of
r parallel as a function ofR search from the zone
of overlap is parallel to the random point line, but
displaced to higher values of r, possibly becauseof
second-order interactions with antiparallel MTs .
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FIGURE 25
￿
Relative frequencies ofMT directionalities
at different radii for a square packed (a) and hexagonally
packed (b) array of MTs . Open bars are MTs of like
directionality, black bars areMTs of opposite direction-
ality .
Metaphose II
10 20 30 40 50
overlap porollel-~
60 1 70
R search in nm
FIGURE 26
￿
F(R) graphs ofMT distributions in a met-
aphase (a) and an anaphase (b) spindle . See text for
details .
The curve of rnear the pole is essentially super-
imposable on the corresponding graph for ran-
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26 bdourly placed circles of 25 nm diameter, except for
the small hump at -35 nm in anaphase 1 andone
other cell (data not shown) . This hump suggests
the existence of a weak interaction between par-
allel MTs when they have no near neighbors of
opposite polarity, However, the number of MTs
lying at these close spacings is not large, so the
sample size is small and the case for such an
interaction is not strong .
BRIDGES BETWEEN MTS:
￿
In Fig . 28 one can
see evidence of connections between some MTs
and "arms" extending from others . Unfortunately,
we do nothave the complete serial sections of this
unusually well-preserved spindle, and therefore
FIGURE 27 F(R) for random distributions of points
(solid line) and circles (dashed line) . 8 is the diameter of
the circles.
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we do not know the directionality of these inter-
connected MTs . It would be interesting to know if
the bridgeswere preferentially distributed between
MTs of either the same or opposite directionality .
DISCUSSION
Our various methods of studying MT order dem-
onstrate that the MTs in the region of overlap are
highly organized compared to those at the poles .
The region of overlap is ordered in two ways .
First, the individual MTs are surrounded mostly
by near-neighbors of opposite directionality which
lie at a preferred center-to-center spacing of -40
nm, and second, the overall packing pattern of
MTs in the central spindle shows either a square
or hexagonal organization,depending on the stage
of mitosis. Theobserved increase in central spindle
order from prometaphase to metaphase, the sub-
sequent alterations in MT packing changes after
the MTs have already formed, and the relative
lack of order at the poles indicate that the precise
organization of the zone of overlap cannot result
simply from preformed organization at the poles .
Some other factors must contribute to the relation-
ships between the spindle MTs . In the absence of
a plausible external organizing force, a more likely
candidate for an organizing factor is a set of
specific interactions between near neighbor MTs .
The study of average near-neighbor distance
(F(R)) shows that in the overlap region, the distri-
bution of spacings between antiparallel near-
neighbors deviates strongly from that expected for
FIGURE 28
￿
Cross section through the overlap of a central spindle . Neither the exact stage nor the
directionality of the MTs is known, but one can see either arms or bridges projecting from most of the
MTs . x 95,000 .randomly distributed MTs, while the distribution
of parallel near neighbors conforms closely to the
random model . These data suggest that the specific
interactions between MTs of the Diatoma spindle
are limited to interactions between MTs from op-
posite poles . The shape of the curve relating F to
R search for antiparallel neighbors shows a
greater-than-expected average spacing at small
search radii, but a less-than-expected average at
larger radii . This suggests that antiparallel MTs
push each other away at close spacings and pull
each other closer at larger spacings . This is mor-
phometric evidence for a potential energy well of
the kind seen with chemical bonds. Such apoten-
tial well between antiparallel MTs could explain
why the average distance between near neighbors
in the zone of overlap is larger than that seen by
diffraction at the poles, even though the MT den-
sity at the poles is lower . The parallel MTs, on the
other hand, essentially ignore one another. The
behavior of their graphs ofFvs . R search is agood
quantitative fit to therandom model (Fig . 27) . The
near-neighbor distributions close to the poles, on
the other hand, are consistent with the idea that
when there are no near neighbors of opposite
directionality, spindle MTs of the same direction-
ality can interact weakly with one another.
With the assumption that there is an interaction
between the MTs from the two half-spindles, it is
not surprising that the packing pattern at meta-
phase is square . Planar square packing of two
classes of objects is unique in having the property
that all nearest neighbors may be unlike, e.g., of
different directionality . Because square packing is
a nonrandom configuration, there must be an
input of energy into thesystem to hold the MTs in
that arrangement. The simplest and most likely
mechanism for providing this energy is through
specific bonds formed between antiparallel MTs
such that the bonding domains on theMT surface
lattices are separatedby -90° around theMT axis .
Images of well-fixed Diatoma spindles reveal
bridges between some MTs, and these may be a
mechanism for the interactions demonstrated mor-
phometrically . The bridges may simply be in-
volved in stabilizing the spindle through meta-
phase, or they mightbe mechanochemically active
and participate in theMT sliding whichwe expect
takes place during anaphase . The intertubule
bridges we show here are of the right size to be
dynein (33), but nothing is known yet of their
chemistry . Should they turn out to be dynein-like,
an interesting difference from axonemal dynein
immediately emerges . The interacting MTs of the
spindle are antiparallel, while adjacent doublet
MTs of an axoneme are parallel . One could argue
that the B subfiber of adoubletMT is built upside
down, but the observation that both A and B
subfibers will nucleate rapid growth ofsingletMTs
usingexogenous flagellar tubulin, while the prox-
imal endofa flagellar fragment grows more slowly
than the distal end (3) argues thatA and B subfi-
bers are parallel . Any spindle "dynein" to be
identified may therefore be fundamentally differ-
ent from flagellar dynein .
In addition to the bridges, there is an amorphous
matrix between MTs in the zone of overlap and
this matrix could be a factor in the interaction
betweenspindle tubules . It mightserve as a sticky,
contractile material that could help to pull into
close association the tubules still long enough to
reach into the zone of overlap as the half-spindles
pull apart . The hypothetical contractility of this
matrix would account for the continued associa-
tion of the half-spindles in anaphase, even though
the longest MTs do not necessarily lie as near
neighbors in metaphase (20) . An isotropic contrac-
tion of the matrix would also account for the
decrease in volume and increase in staining density
of the matrix during anaphase (16) . Another pos-
sibility concerning the intertubule bridges and the
matrix is that the bridges may be essential for the
construction of the spindle, but that some less
specific sort of interaction, perhaps mediated by
the matrix material, is important for tubule sliding.
The change in MT packing from square at
metaphase to hexagonal at anaphase has been seen
in other diatoms (14, 30) . In this study the phe-
nomenon is documented in a somewhat more
objective way using diffraction, and we also iden-
tify a transition back to square packing at telo-
phase . It should be explicitly noted, however, that
the sample size studied here is small . Our studies
of average spacing between MTs are based upon
averages ofthousands of measurements, thanks to
thecomputer methods employed, but the compar-
ison of one stage of mitosis with another depends
on a sample size of six cells . Tippit et al . (31)
looked at MT packing in Fragilaria and have
pointed out how easily one can convert from a
square array through a "rhomboidal" one to hex-
agonal packing, preserving four antiparallel asso-
ciations per MT during the transition . According
to this idea, one would expect that, along one of
the lattice vectors, all the MTs in a single row
would be of the same directionality, while in the
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opposite directionality . The arrangement of the
antiparallel tubules in our anaphase (hexagonally
packed) spindles do notconform to this prediction
(Fig . 16) . Further, even though the MTs in the
anaphase spindle are approximately hexagonally
packed, our quantitative studies of the distances
to near-neighbors yield results closer to what one
would expect for a square array . In a perfectly
regular hexagon, nearest neighbors of two classes
occur in a ratio of four unlikes to two likes, while
in a square array, all nearest neighbors are of
opposite kind (Fig. 25) . The annular radial distri-
butionsofnear neighbors for the anaphase overlap
show that most of the nearest neighbors are of
opposite directionality (Figs . 19 b and 20 b) .
These results, combined with the observation of
the return to square packing at telophase, suggest
a mechanism for the transition from square to
hexagonal arrangement . Consider the action ofthe
hypothetical contractile intertubule matrix upon
the packingofthe MTs in the zone ofoverlap . An
isotropic contraction of this material would tend
to pull theMTsinto aclosest-packed, or hexagonal
array . The spacing between MTs of opposite di-
rectionality is rather precisely defined, while that
found between neighbors of the same directional-
ity is apparently unconstrained . The compression
induced by the hypothetical contraction would
therefore be expected to have more effect on the
distances between neighbors of the same direction-
ality. In this model, the orderly shift proposed by
Tippit et al . (31) is replaced by an isotopic squeez-
ing of the square lattice into one of higher local
density by the contractile matrix .
It has long been recognized that the events
leading up to metaphase are basically organiza-
tional: the condensation of the chromatin, the
orientation and congression of the chromosomes,
and the formation of the spindle . Our diffraction
data show that this increase in organization ex-
tends even to the packing of the spindle tubules
themselves. The data of the previous paper (20)
suggest that many microtubules disappear from
the central spindle during the prometaphase to
metaphase transition . Given the evidence pre-
sented here for interactions specifically between
antiparallel tubules, we can account for the dis-
appearance of the short tubules, the lengthening
of the long tubules, the increase in spindle length,
and the increase in order of the spindle by the
single assumption that MTs which are bound to
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near neighbors are more stable than MTs which
are not . This assumption is consistent both with
observations on the variable stability of different
microtubules in cells (28, 32) and with the in vitro
studies showing that MT-associated proteins pro-
mote tubule stability (5, 21) .
The loss of tubules (including some long ones)
and the increase in spindle order could both be
due, in part, to the hypothetical stability conferred
by antiparallel interaction . Tubules with many
near neighbors (those in an ordered array) would
be expected to be more stable than those with few
neighbors, even if they were long enough to extend
into the zone of overlap . This model predicts that
for those spindles in which the ordering ofMTs is
high from the very start, e.g ., Melosira (29), the
number of central spindle microtubules at all
stages of mitosis should be about the same . Ex-
amination of the published cross sections of the
Melosira spindle during formation (Fig. 18 in ref-
erence 29) shows -82 MTs per half-spindle (the
total number of MTs divided by two) . The half-
spindlecount at anaphase (Fig.26 in reference 29)
is ---96 .
The concept of differential stability of MTs
resulting from stabilization by association of anti-
parallel MTs has interesting implications for spin-
dles in general . Astral rays from one pole presum-
ably all possess the same directionality, while the
polar MTsof the spindle itself should occasionally
encounter near neighbors from the opposite pole
which should stabilize them . The shrinking of the
aster as the spindle grows could therefore be the
result of a difference in equilibrium which derives
from near neighbor associations rather than from
any global difference in monomer concentration
or some other MT assembly factor such as the
concentration of calcium ions .
Our data suggest that the physical consistency
of the spindle pole is liquid rather than crystalline .
The diffraction patterns of the poles are consistent
with this view and reveal only limited organization
at the poles . More importantly, the transition from
prometaphase to metaphase involves a substantial
reduction of polar area and polar tubule number
with little change in polar tubule density or aver-
age intertubule spacing . Theprevious papershows
that most of the tubules lost are short ones that
pervade the cross section of the polar region, not
simply those at the spindle periphery . We can
conclude that thepolar tubuleswhichremain must
be able to move about, even at the pole, in theplane perpendicular to the spindle axis . Thus, the
pole must be fluid in character.
The central spindle ofdiatomsmay seem unique
given its organized structure, but it is probablyjust
a highly ordered variety of conventional central
spindles. Light microscope descriptions of mitosis
have revealed that many spindles contain non-
chromosomal spindle fibers localized in the central
area of the spindle, referred to collectively as the
central spindle (34) . In diatoms and certain hyper-
mastigote flagellates such as Barbulonympha (6,
13, 26), the central spindle fibers are particularly
well ordered, but even among diatoms there is
considerable variation . At one extreme there is the
central spindle of Melosira (29) which shows
nearly perfect square packing ofspindle MTs ; then
there are diatoms like Diatoma and Surirella (30)
with intermediate types of ordering ; and finally,
there is Lithodesmium (14) in which the central
spindle is broken up into bundles each containing
10-15 MTs. One can easily imagine a continuation
of this trend as the MT clusters split into smaller
and smaller bundles until some minimum func-
tional size is reached, perhaps as few as a pair of
antiparallel MTs . It is known from EM studies of
mitosis in most other organisms (4, 9, 11, 19, 25)
that spindle MTs do occur in pairs and small
bundles . What is not known is whether these MTs
are antiparallel . A network of interdigitated anti-
parallel polar MTs distributed throughout the
spindle instead of being localized in the center
could be functionally equivalent to the central
spindle of diatoms . Interesting exceptions to the
universality of spindle MT bundles are seen in the
fungus Thraustotheca (10) and the alga Crypto-
monas (23) . These appear to be the only known
cases in which central spindle MTs are separated
rather widely from one another throughout their
lengths . Further work on serial section reconstruc-
tion of spindles from diverse organisms should
give us the detailed structural information neces-
sary at least to determine the polarity ofthe tubules
in the bundles and to test the variability of this
aspect of spindle design .
In this and the preceding study (20) we have
used computer technology to facilitate a three-
dimensional reconstruction of mitotic spindle
structure, and to implement certain rather detailed
analyses. Some of these analyses have also been
done by hand (16) for some of the same spindles .
We have compared the time, cost, and output of
both types of analyses and have come to the
following conclusions : it takes less time and money
to track spindle tubules by hand, but the amount
and quality of the data available with the help of
the computer justifies the extra time and expense .
It is possible, though very time-consuming, to
manually build three-dimensional physical models
from serial sections . Such models contain all the
information about spindle structure, but it is hard
to extract . Although one can take stereo pictures
of the models analogous to the stereo projections
presented in the previous paper, some of the data
we have obtained, such as the near-neighbor dis-
tributions, would be extremely difficult to obtain
from the models by hand . The computer-facili-
tated approach is considerably more versatile and
the end product easier to view and analyze. In the
current studies, there are some technical problems,
such as the distortion in the three-dimensional
reconstructions (20), but these are problems which
we can correct in subsequent studies . We are en-
couraged by the present results and believe that
analysis of other spindles by this method will
produce detailed, quantitative data on spindle
structure which will be valuable for evaluating
models of mitotic mechanism .
APPENDIX
The behavior of F(R) for a large number of evenly
distributed, infinitesimal points in a plane may be
written down directly . Let the points be randomly
placed with an average density of p, the average
number ofpoints per unit area . Choose any of the
points as the center of a circle of radius R . The
number of points in the circle over and above the
central point will, on the average, be pzR 2 . Their
average distance from the central point may be
expressed :
1
r(R)
_
pi7R2 f . ￿r(27rrp dr) = 2/3 R.
Because the distribution is uniform, this will be
the average behavior for the whole array.
Since MTs are poorly represented by infinitesi-
mal points, it is necessary to extend this analysis
to an array of circles with diameter S, distributed
uniformly on a plane, to describe the behavior of
r(R) for MTs that have no interaction except that
they cannot overlap . The basis of the distinction
between this case and the one with the points is
that we assume here that no two circles may lie
with their centers closer together than the circle
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random but subject to the constraint of a zone of
exclusion around the center of each circle .
Let the center of one circle far from an edge of
the array serve as our origin . Now the number of
additional circle centers in agiven area is depend-
ent upon r:
p(r)=o
￿
for
￿
r< S
p(r) = p
￿
for
￿
r? S,
R
rp(r)27rrdr
p(r)2vrdr
where R is the radius within which r is to be
calculated . For the density function specified
above,
S
￿
R
Jo
r(o)21rrdr +
￿
217prz dr
d r=- fi
￿
R
(o)27rrdr+f 2~rprdr
n
￿
fi
= 2/3 R
Physically, r is undefined forR <_ S .
As R becomes greater than S, the expression
clearly approaches 2/3 R . It may be seen by
factoring 1 - (SIR) from the numerator and de-
nominator of the expression thatY R-sF(R) = S .
These results are displayed graphically in Fig . 27,
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